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HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATIONOF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPSALEXANDER D. RAHMAbstrat. Denote by Q(
√
−m), with m a square-free positive integer, an imaginaryquadrati number �eld, and by O−m its ring of integers. The Bianhi groups are thegroups SL2(O−m). In the literature, there has been so far no example of p-torsion inthe integral homology of the full Bianhi groups, for p a prime greater than the order ofelements of �nite order in the Bianhi group, whih is at most 6.However, extending the sope of the omputations, we an observe examples of torsionin the integral homology of the quotient spae, at prime numbers as high as for instane

p = 80737 at the disriminant −1747.1. IntrodutionThe Bianhi groups Γ := SL2(O−m) may be onsidered as a key to the study of a largerlass of groups, the Kleinian groups, whih date bak to work of Henri Poinaré [Poi83℄. Infat, eah non-o-ompat arithmeti Kleinian group is ommensurable with some Bianhigroup [MR03℄. A wealth of information on the Bianhi groups an be found in the mono-graphs [Fin89℄, [EGM98℄, [MR03℄. In the literature, there has been so far no example of
p-torsion in the integral homology of the full Bianhi groups, for p a prime greater thanthe order of elements of �nite order in the Bianhi group (a reent survey of relevant al-ulations has been given in [�en12℄). In fat, the numerial studies that have been made sofar, were arried out in the range where the quotient spae of hyperboli 3-spae H by theBianhi group is often homotopy equivalent to a wedge sum of 2-spheres, 2-tori and Möbiusbands [Vog85℄.We make use of Serre's deomposition [Ser70℄ of the homology group H1(Γ\H; Z) intothe diret sum of the free Abelian group with one generator for eah element of the lassgroup of O−m and the group Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z) omputed in �gures 1 and 2. The �rst om-puations of H1(Γ; Z) ⊃ H1(Γ\H; Z) by Swan [Swa71℄ were on a range of Bianhi groupswith vanishing uspidal homology Hcusp
1 (Γ\H; Z). The �rst example where Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z)is non-zero, ourred in an unpublished alulation of Mennike. Swan's manual ompu-tations of group presentations have been extended on the omputer by Riley [Ril83℄; andlater Vogtmann [Vog85℄ and Sheutzow [Sh92℄ systematially omputed Hcusp
1 (Γ\H; Q) fora large range of Bianhi groups. But they were still in in the range where Γ\H admits nohomologial torsion. Aranes [Ara10℄ has omputed ell omplexes for the Bianhi groups forall m 6 100, and Yasaki [Yas10℄ has obtained GL2(O−m)-ell omplexes (with the Voronoïmodel) for the same range as well as all ases where O is of lass number 1 or 2. This in-ludes two ases, m = 74 and m = 86, where some 2-torsion appears in Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z), butthe latter two authors have not yet provided homology omputations. When the absoluteDate: 30th May 2013.2010 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 11F75, Cohomology of arithmeti groups.Funded by the Irish Researh Counil. 1



2 ALEXANDER D. RAHMvalue of the disriminant gets greater, torsion in the integral homology of the quotient spaeappears (see �gure 2) at prime numbers as high as for instane 80737 at the disriminant
−1747, whereas the order of elements of �nite order in SL2(O−m) is at most 6. A growth ofthe torsion in the Abelianization of the Bianhi groups with respet to the ovolume an beobserved, whih is in onordane with the preditions of [BV12℄. We an also observe thatthe ourring torsion subgroups are quite likely to our as squares, but this is no generalpriniple, beause the disriminant −431 produes a ounterexample to this phenomenon.In order to obtain the results of �gures 1 and 2, in setion 7 we �ll out Swan's onept[Swa71℄ and elaborate algorithms to ompute a fundamental polyhedron for the ation ofthe Bianhi groups on hyperboli 3-spae. Other algorithms based on the same onepthave independently been implemented by Cremona [Cre84℄ for the �ve ases where O−mis Eulidean, and by his students Whitley [Whi90℄ for the non-Eulidean prinipal idealdomain ases, Bygott [Byg98℄ for a ase of lass number 2 and Lingham ([Lin05℄, usedin [CL07℄) for some ases of lass number 3; and �nally Aranés [Ara10℄ for arbitrary lassnumbers. The algorithms presented in subsetion 7 ome with an implementation [Rah10℄for all Bianhi groups; and we make expliit use of the ell omplexes it produes. Theprovided implementation [Rah10℄ has been validated by the projet PLUME of the CNRS,and is subjet to the erti�ate C3I of the GENCI and the CPU. Other results obtainedwith the employed implementation are desribed in [Rah11℄ and [RS12℄. On the omputinglusters of the Weizmann Institute of Siene, this implementation has been applied toestablish a database of ell omplexes for over 180 Bianhi groups, using over �fty proessor-months. This database inludes all the ases of ideal lass numbers 3 and 5, most of theases of ideal lass number 4 and all of the ases of disriminant absolute value boundedby 500.A omputational advantage is the shortut that we obtain in setion 4 by linking theBorel�Serre ompati�ation of the quotient spae with Flöge's ompati�ation in a longexat sequene, based on the reent paper [Rah12b℄. Flöge's ompati�ation admits aomputationally easier ell struture, and we an expliitly alulate the equivariant Leray�Serre spetral sequene assoiated to it. In setion 5, we desribe how to assemble thehomology of the Borel�Serre ompati�ed quotient spae and the Farrell ohomology of aBianhi group to its full group homology with trivial Z�oe�ients. Here, we divide by theenter of SL2(O−m), onsisting of plus and minus the identity matrix, yielding PSL2(O−m).As the enter of SL2(O−m) is the kernel of its ation on hyperboli 3-spae, this does nothange the quotient spae. And for Γ := PSL2(O−m), general formulae for its Farrellohomology have been given [Rah12℄ (based on [Rah11b℄).1.1. Organization of the paper. We print the isomorphism types of Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z) thatwere obtained in �gures 1 and 2. The homology group H1(Γ\H; Z) is a diret sum ofthe former homology group and the free Abelian group with rank the ardinality of thelass group of O−m, whih we also print. The group homology H1(Γ; Z) is an extension of
H1(Γ\H; Z) by a quotient of the Farrell supplement that has been omputed and printedin a separate olumn. In setion 2, we de�ne the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron, whihindues our ell struture on Γ\H. We use it in setion 3 to obtain the Flöge ellularomplex, whih we onnet in setion 4 to the Borel�Serre ompati�ation of Γ\H. Thenwe proeed to H1(PSL2(O−m); Z) in setion 5, desribe Swan's onept in setion 6 and itsrealization in setion 7.



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 3
∆ m

class
group

Hcusp
1

Farrell
supplement

−7 7 {1} 0 Z/2
−8 2 {1} 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−11 11 {1} 0 Z/3
−15 15 Z/2 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−19 19 {1} 0 0
−20 5 Z/2 0 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−23 23 Z/3 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−24 6 Z/2 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−31 31 Z/3 0 Z/2
−35 35 Z/2 Z Z/2⊕ Z/3
−39 39 Z/4 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−40 10 Z/2 Z (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−43 43 {1} Z 0
−47 47 Z/5 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−51 51 Z/2 Z Z/3
−52 13 Z/2 Z (Z/2)2

−55 55 Z/4 Z Z/2⊕ Z/3
−56 14 Z/4 Z (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−59 59 Z/3 Z Z/3
−67 67 {1} Z2 0
−68 17 Z/4 Z (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−71 71 Z/7 0 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−79 79 Z/5 Z (Z/2)3

−83 83 Z/3 Z2 Z/3
−84 21 Z/2× Z/2 Z3 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−87 87 Z/6 Z2 Z/2⊕ Z/3

−88 22 Z/2 Z3 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−91 91 Z/2 Z3 Z/2
−95 95 Z/8 Z Z/2⊕ Z/3
−103 103 Z/5 Z2 Z/2
−104 26 Z/6 Z2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−107 107 Z/3 Z3 (Z/3)3

−111 111 Z/8 Z2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−115 115 Z/2 Z5 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−116 29 Z/6 Z3 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−119 119 Z/10 Z (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−120 30 Z/2× Z/2 Z6 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−123 123 Z/2 Z5 Z/3
−127 127 Z/5 Z3 Z/2
−131 131 Z/5 Z3 Z/3
−132 33 Z/2× Z/2 Z6 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)4

−136 34 Z/4 Z4 (Z/2)4 ⊕ Z/3
−139 139 Z/3 Z4 0
−143 143 Z/10 Z2 Z/2⊕ (Z/3)2

−148 37 Z/2 Z6 (Z/2)4

−151 151 Z/7 Z3 Z/2
−152 38 Z/6 Z4 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−155 155 Z/4 Z6 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−159 159 Z/10 Z4 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−163 163 {1} Z6 0
−164 41 Z/8 Z4 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−167 167 Z/11 Z2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−168 42 Z/2× Z/2 Z9 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−179 179 Z/5 Z5 Z/3
−183 183 Z/8 Z6 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−184 46 Z/4 Z7 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−187 187 Z/2 Z7 Z/3
−191 191 Z/13 Z2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−195 195 Z/2× Z/2 Z11 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−199 199 Z/9 Z4 Z/2
−203 203 Z/4 Z8 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−211 211 Z/3 Z7 0
−212 53 Z/6 Z8 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−215 215 Z/14 Z4 Z/2⊕ Z/3

∆ m
class
group

Hcusp
1

Farrell
supplement

−219 219 Z/4 Z9 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−223 223 Z/7 Z8 (Z/2)3

−227 227 Z/5 Z7 Z/3
−228 57 Z/2× Z/2 Z12 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−231 231 Z/6× Z/2 Z9 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−232 58 Z/2 Z10 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−235 235 Z/2 Z11 (Z/2)3 ⊕ Z/3
−239 239 Z/15 Z3 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−244 61 Z/6 Z9 (Z/2)2

−247 247 Z/6 Z8 Z/2
−248 62 Z/8 Z8 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−251 251 Z/7 Z7 Z/3
−255 255 Z/6× Z/2 Z11 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−259 259 Z/4 Z10 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−260 65 Z/4× Z/2 Z12 (Z/2)5 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−263 263 Z/13 Z5 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−264 66 Z/4× Z/2 Z12 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−267 267 Z/2 Z13 Z/3
−271 271 Z/11 Z6 Z/2
−276 69 Z/4× Z/2 Z15 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−280 70 Z/2× Z/2 Z15 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−283 283 Z/3 Z10 0
−287 287 Z/14 Z7 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−291 291 Z/4 Z13 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−292 73 Z/4 Z12 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3

−295 295 Z/8 Z11 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−296 74 Z/10 Z9 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−299 299 Z/8 Z10 Z/2⊕ (Z/3)4

−303 303 Z/10 Z12 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−307 307 Z/3 Z11 0
−308 77 Z/4× Z/2 Z15 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−311 311 Z/19 Z4 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−312 78 Z/2× Z/2 Z18 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−319 319 Z/10 Z10 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−323 323 Z/4 Z12 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−327 327 Z/12 Z12 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−328 82 Z/4 Z13 (Z/2)3 ⊕ Z/3
−331 331 Z/3 Z12 Z/3
−335 335 Z/18 Z8 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−339 339 Z/6 Z15 Z/3
−340 85 Z/2× Z/2 Z19 (Z/2)4 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−344 86 Z/10 Z11 ⊕ (Z/2)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−347 347 Z/5 Z12 Z/3
−355 355 Z/4 Z16 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−356 89 Z/12 Z12 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−359 359 Z/19 Z6 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)3 ⊕ Z/3
−367 367 Z/9 Z11 ⊕ (Z/3)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−371 371 Z/8 Z14 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−372 93 Z/2× Z/2 Z23 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−376 94 Z/8 Z14 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−379 379 Z/3 Z14 0
−383 383 Z/17 Z8 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−388 97 Z/4 Z17 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−391 391 Z/14 Z11 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−395 395 Z/8 Z16 ⊕ (Z/2)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−399 399 Z/8× Z/2 Z17 (Z/2)4 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−403 403 Z/2 Z17 Z/2
−404 101 Z/14 Z14 (Z/2)4 ⊕ Z/3
−407 407 Z/16 Z13 Z/2⊕ (Z/3)2

−408 102 Z/2× Z/2 Z23 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)6

−411 411 Z/6 Z19 Z/3
−415 415 Z/10 Z18 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−419 419 Z/9 Z13 (Z/3)3Figure 1. The uspidal homology Hcusp
1 (Γ\H; Z) for the absolute valuesof the disriminant ∆ ful�lling |∆| 6 415.
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Discriminant m class group Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z)
Farrell

supplement

−420 105 Z/2× Z/2× Z/2 Z33 (Z/2)8 ⊕ (Z/3)4

−424 106 Z/6 Z17 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−427 427 Z/2 Z19 (Z/2)3

−431 431 Z/21 Z8 ⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−435 435 Z/2 × Z/2 Z27 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)6

−436 109 Z/6 Z19 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2

−439 439 Z/15 Z11 (Z/2)5

−440 110 Z/6 × Z/2 Z20 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−443 443 Z/5 Z16 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−447 447 Z/14 Z18 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−451 451 Z/6 Z17 Z/3
−452 113 Z/8 Z19 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ Z/3
−455 455 Z/10 × Z/2 Z19 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−456 114 Z/4 × Z/2 Z24 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)4

−463 463 Z/7 Z16 Z/2
−467 467 Z/7 Z16 Z/3
−471 471 Z/16 Z18 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−472 118 Z/6 Z19 ⊕ (Z/2)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−479 479 Z/25 Z8 ⊕ (Z/3)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−483 483 Z/2 × Z/2 Z29 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−487 487 Z/7 Z17 ⊕ (Z/13)2 Z/2
−488 122 Z/10 Z18 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−491 491 Z/9 Z16 Z/3
−499 499 Z/3 Z19 ⊕ (Z/3)2 (Z/2)2

−520 130 Z/2 × Z/2 Z28 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)4 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−523 523 Z/5 Z19 0
−532 133 Z/2 × Z/2 Z29 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−547 547 Z/3 Z21 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/3)2

−555 555 Z/2 × Z/2 Z35 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−568 142 Z/4 Z25 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)6 ⊕ Z/3
−571 571 Z/5 Z23 0
−595 595 Z/2 × Z/2 Z33 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)4

−619 619 Z/5 Z23 ⊕ (Z/3)2 0
−627 627 Z/2 × Z/2 Z35 (Z/3)2

−643 643 Z/3 Z27 Z/3
−667 667 Z/4 Z28 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−683 683 Z/5 Z26 Z/3
−691 691 Z/5 Z26 ⊕ (Z/7)2 0
−696 174 Z/6 × Z/2 Z38 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−715 715 Z/2 × Z/2 Z39 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−723 723 Z/4 Z37 ⊕ (Z/2)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−739 739 Z/5 Z28 0
−760 190 Z/2 × Z/2 Z42 ⊕ (Z/2)2 (Z/2)3 ⊕ (Z/3)2

−763 763 Z/4 Z34 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−787 787 Z/5 Z30 0
−795 795 Z/2 × Z/2 Z51 (Z/2)2 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−883 883 Z/3 Z35 0
−907 907 Z/3 Z36 ⊕ (Z/13)2 0
−947 947 Z/5 Z37 ⊕ (Z/89)2 Z/3
−955 955 Z/4 Z46 ⊕ (Z/2)4 ⊕ (Z/3)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1003 1003 Z/4 Z44 ⊕ (Z/3)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1027 1027 Z/4 Z44 ⊕ (Z/2)2 Z/2 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−1051 1051 Z/5 Z43 ⊕ (Z/13)2 0
−1123 1123 Z/5 Z44 ⊕ (Z/7)2 0
−1227 1227 Z/4 Z65 ⊕ (Z/22)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1243 1243 Z/4 Z54 ⊕ (Z/3)4 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1387 1387 Z/4 Z58 ⊕ (Z/167)2 Z/2 ⊕ (Z/3)3

−1411 1411 Z/4 Z60 ⊕ (Z/24)2 ⊕ (Z/43)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1507 1507 Z/4 Z66 ⊕ (Z/3)2 ⊕ (Z/5)4 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1555 1555 Z/4 Z76 ⊕ (Z/22)8 ⊕ (Z/11)2 Z/2⊕ Z/3
−1723 1723 Z/5 Z69 ⊕ (Z/7)2 ⊕ (Z/23)2 ⊕ (Z/883)2 0
−1747 1747 Z/5 Z70 ⊕ (Z/80737)2 (Z/3)2

−1867 1867 Z/5 Z75 ⊕ (Z/2)4 ⊕ (Z/72)2 ⊕ (Z/137)2 0Figure 2. Hcusp
1 (Γ\H; Z), with its torsion deomposed into prime powerfators, for some greater absolute values of the disriminant.



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 52. The Bianhi fundamental polyhedronLet m be a squarefree positive integer and onsider the imaginary quadrati number �eld
Q(
√−m) with ring of integers O−m, whih we also just denote by O. Consider the familiaration by frational linear transformations (we give an expliit formula for it in lemma 22)of the group Γ := SL2(O) ⊂ GL2(C) on hyperboli three-spae, for whih we will use theupper-half spae model H. As a set,

H = {(z, ζ) ∈ C×R | ζ > 0}.The Bianhi�Humbert theory [Bia92℄, [Hum15℄ gives a fundamental domain for this a-tion. We will start by giving a geometri desription of it, and the arguments why it is afundamental domain.De�nition 1. A pair of elements (µ, λ) ∈ O2 is alled unimodular if the ideal sum µO+λOequals O.The boundary of H is the Riemann sphere ∂H = C∪{∞} (as a set), whih ontains theomplex plane C. The totally geodesi surfaes in H are the Eulidean vertial planes (wede�ne vertial as orthogonal to the omplex plane) and the Eulidean hemispheres entredon the omplex plane.Notation 2. Given a unimodular pair (µ, λ) ∈ O2 with µ 6= 0, let Sµ,λ ⊂ H denote thehemisphere given by the equation |µz − λ|2 + |µ|2ζ2 = 1.This hemisphere has entre λ/µ on the omplex plane C, and radius 1/|µ|. Let
B :=

{
(z, ζ) ∈ H: The inequality |µz − λ|2 + |µ|2ζ2 > 1is ful�lled for all unimodular pairs (µ, λ) ∈ O2 with µ 6= 0

}.Then B is the set of points in H whih lie above or on all hemispheres Sµ,λ.Lemma 3 ([Swa71℄). The set B ontains representatives for all the orbits of points underthe ation of SL2(O) on H.The ation extends ontinuously to the boundary ∂H, whih is a Riemann sphere.In Γ := SL2(O−m), onsider the stabiliser subgroup Γ∞ of the point ∞ ∈ ∂H. In the ases
m = 1 and m = 3, the latter group ontains some rotation matries like (

0
√−1√−1 0

), whihwe want to exlude. These two ases have been treated in [Men79℄, [SV83℄ and others, andwe assume m 6= 1, m 6= 3 throughout the remainder of this artile. Then,
Γ∞ =

{
±
(
1 λ
0 1

)
| λ ∈ O

}
,whih performs translations by the elements of O with respet to the Eulidean geometryof the upper-half spae H.Notation 4. A fundamental domain for Γ∞ in the omplex plane (as a subset of ∂H) isgiven by the retangle

D0 :=

{
{x+ y

√−m ∈ C | 0 6 x 6 1, 0 6 y 6 1}, m ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4,

{x+ y
√−m ∈ C | −1

2 6 x 6 1
2 , 0 6 y 6 1

2}, m ≡ 3 mod 4.



6 ALEXANDER D. RAHMAnd a fundamental domain for Γ∞ in H is given by
D∞ := {(z, ζ) ∈ H | z ∈ D0}.De�nition 5. We de�ne the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron as

D := D∞ ∩B.It is a polyhedron in hyperboli spae up to the missing vertex ∞, and up to missingverties at the singular points if O is not a prinipal ideal domain (see subsetion 6.2). AsLemma 3 states Γ · B = H, and as Γ∞ ·D∞ = H yields Γ∞ ·D = B, we have Γ ·D = H.We observe the following notion of stritness of the fundamental domain: the interior ofthe Bianhi fundamental polyhedron ontains no two points whih are identi�ed by Γ.Swan proves the following theorem, whih implies that the boundary of the Bianhi funda-mental polyhedron onsists of �nitely many ells.Theorem 6 ([Swa71℄). There is only a �nite number of unimodular pairs (λ, µ) suh thatthe intersetion of Sµ,λ with the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron is non-empty.Swan further proves a orollary, from whih it an be dedued that the ation of Γ on His properly disontinuous. 3. The Flöge ellular omplexIn order to obtain a ell omplex with ompat quotient spae, we proeed in thefollowing way due to Flöge [Flö83℄. The boundary of H is the Riemann sphere ∂H,whih, as a topologial spae, is made up of the omplex plane C ompati�ed withthe usp ∞. The totally geodesi surfaes in H are the Eulidean vertial planes (wede�ne vertial as orthogonal to the omplex plane) and the Eulidean hemispheres en-tred on the omplex plane. The ation of the Bianhi groups extends ontinuously tothe boundary ∂H. Consider the ellular struture on H indued by the Γ-images of theBianhi fundamental polyhedron. The ellular losure of this ell omplex in H ∪ ∂H on-sists of H and (
Q(
√−m) ∪ {∞}

)
⊂ (C ∪ {∞}) ∼= ∂H. The SL2(O−m)�orbit of a usp λ

µ in(
Q(
√−m) ∪ {∞}

) orresponds to the ideal lass [(λ, µ)] of O−m. It is well-known that thisdoes not depend on the hoie of the representative λ
µ . We extend our ell omplex to aell omplex X̃ by joining to it, in the ase that O−m is not a prinipal ideal domain, the

SL2(O−m)�orbits of the usps λ
µ for whih the ideal (λ, µ) is not prinipal. At these usps,we equip X̃ with the �horoball topology� desribed in [Flö83℄. This simply means that theset of usps, whih is disrete in ∂H, is loated at the hyperboli extremities of X̃ : Noneighbourhood of a usp, exept the whole X̃ , ontains any other usp.We retrat X̃ in the following, SL2(O−m)�equivariant, way. On the Bianhi fundamentalpolyhedron, the retration is given by the vertial projetion (away from the usp ∞) ontoits faets whih are losed in H ∪ ∂H. The latter are the faets whih do not touh theusp ∞, and are the bottom faets with respet to our vertial diretion. The retration isontinued onH by the group ation. It is proven in [Flö80℄ that this retration is ontinuous.We denote by X the retrat of X̃ .Notation 7. We will all this 2�dimensional retrat X the retrated Flöge ellular omplex.So in the prinipal ideal domain ases, X is a retrat of the original ellular strutureon H, obtained by ontrating the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron onto its ells whih do



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 7not touh the boundary of H. In [RF11℄, it is heked that the retrated Flöge ellularomplex is ontratible.4. Conneting Flöge ell omplex and Borel�Serre ompatifiationLet Γ be a Bianhi group with O admitting as only units {±1}, i.e. we suppose Onot to be the Gaussian or Eisenstein integers. In the latter two ases, the problem of thesingular usps treated here does not our in any ase. We make use of the Borel�Serreompati�ation [Ser70℄ for Γ\H. Reall that in this ase, the Borel�Serre ompati�ationjoins a 2-torus T to Γ\H at every usp. Details are given in [Rah12b℄. Let Ti be the torusattahed at the usp i of Γ. We deompose Ti in the lassial way into a 2�ell, two 1�ellsand a vertex. Let xi and yi denote the yles generating H1(Ti); they are given by the two
1�ells. Let P be the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron of Γ. Write �hyp. ells� for ells inthe interior of hyperboli spae. Denote by ∂̃ the boundary operator for the ell omplex
X̃. Consider following the short exat sequene of hain omplexes that we obtain fromollapsing the singular tori.
0 0 〈P 〉 〈P 〉 0

0
singular⊕

s
〈Ts〉

any cusp⊕
c
〈Tc〉 ⊕ 〈hyp. 2−cells〉 〈T∞〉 ⊕ 〈hyp. 2−cells〉 0

0
singular⊕

s
〈xs, ys〉

any cusp⊕
c
〈xc, yc〉 ⊕ 〈hyp. edges〉 〈x∞, y∞〉 ⊕ 〈hyp. edges〉 0

0 0
any cusp⊕

c
〈c〉 ⊕ 〈hyp. vertices〉

any cusp⊕
c
〈c〉 ⊕ 〈hyp. vertices〉 0

∂3 ∂̃3

β

0 0⊕ ∂2 0⊕ ∂̃2

β

0⊕ ∂1 0⊕ ∂1Poinaré's theorem on fundamental polyhedra tells us that ∂3(P ) =

〈
any cusp⋃

c
Tc

〉, andhene ∂̃3(P ) = 〈T∞〉. From [Rah12b℄, we see that for every usp c, there is a hain ofhyperboli 2-ells that we denote by ch(xc) and whih is mapped to the yle xc by ∂2.And furthermore, yc is in the okernel of ∂2 (of ourse, this holds up to the appropriatepermutation of the labels xc and yc). This implies that ∂̃2(ch(x∞)) = x∞ and y∞ is inthe okernel of ∂̃2. As the quotient spae is path-wise onneted, the okernel of ∂1 isisomorphi to Z. The above information tells us that the long exat sequene indued onintegral homology by the map β onentrates in
0

singular⊕
s
〈Ts〉

(any cusp⊕
c
〈Tc〉

)
/〈∪cTc〉 ⊕Hcusp

2 Hcusp
2

⊕
s〈ch(xs)〉

⊕
s〈xs, ys〉

⊕
c〈yc〉 ⊕Hcusp

1 Hcusp
1 ⊕〈y∞〉

0 Z Z 0,

β2

β1



8 ALEXANDER D. RAHMwhere the maps without labels are the obvious restrition maps making the sequeneexat; and where Hcusp
1 and Hcusp

2 are generated by yles from the interior of Γ\H.Note that Hcusp
2

⊕
s〈ch(xs)〉 is non-naturally isomorphi to (

any cusp⊕
c
〈Tc〉

)
/〈∪cTc〉⊕H

cusp
2 ,namely ollapsing a torus Ts moves its 2-yle into a bubble ch(xs) emerging adjaent tothe singular usp s in the Flöge omplex.5. The equivariant spetral sequene to group homologyLet Γ := PSL2(O−m), and let X be the retrated Flöge ellular omplex of setion 3, theell struture of whih we subdivide until the ells are �xed pointwise by their stabilisers.We desribe now how to assemble the homology of the Borel�Serre ompati�ed quotientspae (issue of the previous setion) and the Farrell ohomology of Γ, for whih generalformulae have been given in [Rah12℄ (based on [Rah11b℄), to the full group homology of Γwith trivial Z�oe�ients. We proeed following [Bro82, VII℄ and [SV83℄. Let us onsiderthe homology H∗(Γ;C•(X)) of Γ with oe�ients in the ellular hain omplex C•(X)assoiated to X; and all it the Γ-equivariant homology of X. As X is ontratible, themap X → pt. to the point pt. indues an isomorphism

H∗(Γ; C•(X))→ H∗(Γ; C•(pt.)) ∼= H∗(Γ; Z).Denote by Xp the set of p-ells of X, and make use of that the stabiliser Γσ in Γ of any
p-ell σ of X �xes σ pointwise. Then from

Cp(X) =
⊕

σ∈Xp

Z ∼=
⊕

σ ∈ Γ\Xp

IndΓΓσ
Z,Shapiro's lemma yields

Hq(Γ; Cp(X)) ∼=
⊕

σ∈ Γ\Xp

Hq(Γσ; Z);and the equivariant Leray/Serre spetral sequene takes the form
E1

p,q =
⊕

σ∈ Γ\Xp

Hq(Γσ; Z) =⇒ Hp+q(Γ; C•(X)),onverging to the Γ-equivariant homology of X, whih is, as we have already seen, isomor-phi to Hp+q(Γ; Z) with the trivial ation on the oe�ients Z.As in degrees above the virtual ohomologial dimension, whih is 2 for the Bianhigroups, the group homology is isomorphi to the Farrell ohomology, we obtain the isomor-phism type from the above mentioned general formulae.In the lower degrees q ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the following terms remain on the E2-page, whih isonentrated in the olumns p = 0, 1, 2:
q = 2

⊕
s singular

Z⊕ 2-torsion⊕ 3-torsion
2-torsion⊕ 3-torsion 0

q = 1
⊕

s singular

Z2 ⊕ Farrell supplement 2-torsion⊕ 3-torsion 0

q = 0 Z H1(Γ\X; Z) H2(Γ\X; Z)

d2
2,0

llY
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 9where the �Farrell supplement� is the okernel of the map
⊕

σ ∈Γ\X0

H1(Γσ;Z)
d11,1←−−−

⊕

σ ∈ Γ\X1

H1(Γσ;Z).indued by inlusion of �nite ell stabilisers. As the ells are �xed pointwise by theirstabilisers, we see that for q > 0, the E1
p,q-terms are onentrated in the two olumns p = 0and p = 1. We ompute the bottom row (q = 0) of the above spetral sequene as thehomology of the quotient spae Γ\X. Then we infer from setion 4 that the rational rankof the di�erential d22,0 is the number of non-trivial ideal lasses of O−m.Let us use Serre's deomposition of the homology group H1(Γ\H; Z) into the diretsum of Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z) and the free Abelian group with one generator for eah element ofthe lass group of O−m. Then using the long exat sequene of setion 4, we see that
H1(Γ\X; Z) ∼= Hcusp

1 (Γ\H; Z) ⊕ Z. This has made it possible to ompute Hcusp
1 (Γ\H; Z)from the quotient spae of the retrated Flöge ellular omplex in �gures 1 and 2. Finally,the group homology H1(Γ; Z) is an extension of H1(Γ\H; Z) by a quotient of the Farrellsupplement.6. Swan's onept to determine the Bianhi fundamental polyhedronThis setion realls Rihard G. Swan's work [Swa71℄, whih gives a onept � from thetheoretial viewpoint � for an algorithm to ompute the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron.The set B whih determines the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron has been de�ned usingin�nitely many hemispheres. But we will see that only a �nite number of them are sig-ni�ant for this purpose and need to be omputed. We will state a riterion for what isan appropriate hoie that gives us preisely the set B. This riterion is easy to verify inpratie. Suppose we have made a �nite seletion of n hemispheres. The index i runningfrom 1 through n, we denote the i-th hemisphere by S(αi), where αi is its entre and givenby a fration αi =

λi

µi
in the number �eld Q(

√−m ). Here, we require the ideal (λi, µi) tobe the whole ring of integers O. This requirement is just the one already made for all thehemispheres in the de�nition of B. Now, we an do an approximation of notation 2, using,modulo the translation group Γ∞, a �nite number of hemispheres.Notation 8. Let B(α1, . . . , αn) :=
{
(z, ζ) ∈ H: The inequality |µz − λ|2 + |µ|2ζ2 > 1is ful�lled for all unimodular pairs (µ, λ) ∈ O2 with λ

µ = αi + γ, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}and some γ ∈ O
}. Then B(α1, . . . , αn) is the set of all points in H lying above or on allhemispheres S(αi + γ), i = 1, . . . , n; for any γ ∈ O.The intersetion B(α1, . . . , αn)∩D∞ with the fundamental domainD∞ for the translationgroup Γ∞, is our andidate to equal the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron.6.1. Convergene of the approximation. We will give a method to deide when

B(α1, . . . , αn) = B. This gives us an e�etive way to �nd B by adding more and moreelements to the set {α1, . . . , αn} until we �nd B(α1, . . . , αn) = B. We onsider the boundary
∂B(α1, . . . , αn) of B(α1, . . . , αn) in H∪C. It onsists of the points (z, ζ) ∈ H∪C satisfyingall the non-strit inequalities |µz−λ|2+|µ|2ζ2 > 1 that we have used to de�ne B(α1, . . . , αn),and satisfy the additional ondition that at least one of these non-strit inequalities is anequality. We will see below that ∂B(α1, . . . , αn) arries a natural ell struture. This,together with the following de�nitions, makes it possible to state the riterion whih tellsus when we have found all the hemispheres relevant for the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron.



10 ALEXANDER D. RAHMDe�nition 9. We shall say that the hemisphere Sµ,λ is stritly below the hemisphere Sβ,αat a point z ∈ C if the following inequality is satis�ed:
∣∣∣∣z −

α

β

∣∣∣∣
2

− 1

|β|2 <

∣∣∣∣z −
λ

µ

∣∣∣∣
2

− 1

|µ|2 .This is, of ourse, an abuse of language beause there may not be any points on Sβ,α or
Sµ,λ with oordinate z. However, if there is a point (z, ζ) on Sµ,λ, the right hand side ofthe inequality is just −ζ2. Thus the left hand side is negative and so of the form −(ζ ′)2.Clearly, (z, ζ ′) ∈ Sβ,α and ζ ′ > ζ. We will further say that a point (z, ζ) ∈ H∪C is stritlybelow a hemisphere Sµ,λ, if there is a point (z, ζ ′) ∈ Sµ,λ with ζ ′ > ζ.6.2. Singular points. We all usps the elements of the number �eld K = Q(

√−m ) on-sidered as points in the boundary of hyperboli spae, via an embeddingK ⊂ C ∪ {∞} ∼= ∂H.We write ∞ = 1
0 , whih we also onsider as a usp. It is well-known that the set of uspsis losed under the ation of SL2(O) on ∂H; and that we have the following bijetive orre-spondene between the SL2(O)-orbits of usps and the ideal lasses in O. A usp λ

µ is in theSL2(O)-orbit of the usp λ′

µ′ , if and only if the ideals (λ′, µ′) and (λ, µ) are in the same ideallass. It immediately follows that the orbit of the usp ∞ = 1
0 orresponds to the prinipalideals. Let us all singular the usps λ

µ suh that (λ, µ) is not prinipal. And let us allsingular points the singular usps whih lie in ∂B. It follows from the haraterisation ofthe singular points by Bianhi that they are preisely the points in C ⊂ ∂H whih annot bestritly below any hemisphere. In the ases where O is a prinipal ideal domain, K ∪ {∞}onsists of only one SL2(O)-orbit, so there are no singular points. We use the followingformulae derived by Swan, to ompute representatives modulo the translations by Γ∞, ofthe singular points.Lemma 10 ([Swa71℄). The singular points of K, mod O, are given by
p(r+

√−m)
s , where p, r, s ∈ Z, s > 0, −s

2 < r 6 s
2 , s2 6 r2 +m, and

• if m ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4,
s 6= 1, s | r2 +m, the numbers p and s are oprime, and p is taken mod s;
• if m ≡ 3 mod 4,
s is even, s 6= 2, 2s | r2 +m, the numbers p and s

2 are oprime; p is taken mod s
2 .The singular points need not be onsidered in Swan's termination riterion, beause theyannot be stritly below any hemisphere Sµ,λ.6.3. Swan's termination riterion. We observe that the set of z ∈ C over whih somehemisphere is stritly below another is C or an open half-plane. In the latter ase, theboundary of this is a line.Notation 11. Denote by L(αβ ,

λ
µ) the set of z ∈ C over whih neither Sβ,α is stritly below

Sµ,λ nor vie versa.This line is omputed by turning the inequality in de�nition 9 into an equation. Swanalls it the line over whih the two hemispheres agree, and we will see later that the mostimportant edges of the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron lie on the preimages of suh lines.We now restrit our attention to a set of hemispheres whih is �nite modulo the translationsin Γ∞. Consider a set of hemispheres S(αi + γ), where the index i runs from 1 through n,and γ runs through O. We all this set of hemispheres a olletion, if every non-singular



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 11point z ∈ C ⊂ ∂H is stritly below some hemisphere in our set. Now onsider a set
B(α1, . . . , αn) whih is determined by suh a olletion of hemispheres.Theorem 12 (Swan's termination riterion [Swa71℄). We have B(α1, . . . , αn) = B if andonly if no vertex of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn) an be stritly below any hemisphere Sµ,λ.In other words, no vertex v of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn) an lie stritly below any hemisphere Sµ,λ.Let us all height the oordinate ζ of the upper-half spae model introdued at the beginningof setion 2. With this riterion, it su�es to ompute the ell struture of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn)to see if our hoie of hemispheres gives us the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron. This hasonly to be done modulo the translations of Γ∞, whih preserve the height and hene thesituations of being stritly below. Thus our omputations only need to be arried out on a�nite set of hemispheres.6.4. Computing the ell struture in the omplex plane. We will in a �rst stepompute the image of the ell struture under the homeomorphism from ∂B(α1, . . . , αn) to
C given by the vertial projetion. For eah 2-ell of this struture, there is an assoiatedhemisphere Sµ,λ. The interior of this 2-ell onsists of the points z ∈ C, where all otherhemispheres in our olletion are stritly below Sµ,λ. Swan shows that this is the interior ofa onvex polygon. The edges of these polygons lie on real lines in C spei�ed in notation 11.A vertex is an intersetion point z of any two of these lines involving the same hemisphere
Sµ,λ, if all other hemispheres in our olletion are stritly below, or agree with, Sµ,λ at z.6.5. Lifting the ell struture bak to hyperboli spae. Now we an lift the ellstruture bak to ∂B(α1, . . . , αn), using the projetion homeomorphism onto C. The preim-ages of the onvex polygons of the ell struture on C, are totally geodesi hyperbolipolygons eah lying on one of the hemispheres in our olletion. These are the 2-ells of
∂B(α1, . . . , αn).The edges of these hyperboli polygons lie on the intersetion ars of pairs of hemispheresin our olletion. As two Eulidean 2-spheres interset, if they do so non-trivially, in a irleentred on the straight line whih onnets the two 2-sphere entres, suh an intersetion arlies on a semiirle entred in the omplex plane. The plane whih ontains this semiirlemust be orthogonal to the onneting line, hene a vertial plane in H. We an alternativelyonlude the latter fats observing that an edge whih two totally geodesi polygons havein ommon must be a geodesi segment. Lifting the verties beomes now obvious fromtheir de�nition. This enables us to hek Swan's termination riterion.We will now sketh Swan's proof of this riterion. Let P be one of the onvex polygons ofthe ell struture on C. The preimage of P lies on one hemisphere S(αi) of our olletion.Now the ondition stated in theorem 12 says that at the verties of P , the hemisphere
S(αi) annot be stritly below any other hemisphere. The points where S(αi) an bestritly below some hemisphere onstitute an open half-plane in C, and hene annot liein the onvex hull of the verties of P , whih is P . Theorem 12 now follows beause C istessellated by these onvex polygons.



12 ALEXANDER D. RAHM7. Algorithms realizing Swan's oneptFrom now on, we will work on putting Swan's onept into pratie. We an redue theset of hemispheres on whih we arry out our omputations, with the help of the followingnotion.De�nition 13. A hemisphere Sµ,λ is said to be everywhere below a hemisphere Sβ,α when:
λ

µ
− α

β
6

1

|β| −
1

|µ|.Note that this is also the ase when Sµ,λ = Sβ,α. Any hemisphere whih is everywherebelow another one, does not ontribute to the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron, in thefollowing sense.Proposition 14. Let S(αn) be a hemisphere everywhere below some other hemisphere
S(αi), where i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.Then B(α1, . . . , αn) = B(α1, . . . , αn−1).Proof. Write αn = λ

µ and αi =
θ
τ with λ, µ, θ, τ ∈ O. We take any point (z, ζ) stritly below

Sµ,λ and show that it is also stritly below Sτ,θ. In terms of notation 8, this problem looksas follows: we assume that the inequality |µz − λ|2 + |µ|2ζ2 < 1 is satis�ed, and show thatthis implies the inequality |τz − θ|2 + |τ |2ζ2 < 1. The �rst inequality an be transformedinto
z − λ

µ

2
+ ζ2 < 1

|µ|2 . Hene, √z − λ
µ

2
+ ζ2 < 1

|µ| . We will insert this into the triangleinequality for the Eulidean distane in C×R applied to the three points (z, ζ), (λµ , 0) and
( θτ , 0), whih is √

z − θ

τ

2

+ ζ2 <
λ

µ
− θ

τ
+

√

z − λ

µ

2

+ ζ2.So we obtain √
z − θ

τ

2
+ ζ2 < λ

µ − θ
τ + 1

|µ| . By de�nition 13, the expression on theright hand side is smaller than or equal to 1
|τ | . Therefore, we take the square and obtain

z − θ
τ

2
+ ζ2 < 1

|τ |2 , whih is equivalent to the laimed inequality. �Another notion that will be useful for our algorithm, is the following.De�nition 15. Let z ∈ C be a point lying within the vertial projetion of Sµ,λ. De�nethe lift on the hemisphere Sµ,λ of z as the point on Sµ,λ the vertial projetion of whihis z.Notation 16. Denote by the hemisphere list a list into whih we will reord a �nite numberof hemisphere s S(α1), . . ., S(αn). Its purpose is to determine a set B(α1, . . . , αn) in orderto approximate, and �nally obtain, the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron.



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 137.1. The algorithm omputing the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron. We now de-sribe the algorithm that we have realized using Swan's desription; it is deomposed intoalgorithms 1 through 3 below.Initial step. We begin with the smallest value whih the norm of a non-zero element
µ ∈ O an take, namely 1. Then µ is a unit in O, and for any λ ∈ O, the pair (µ, λ)is unimodular. And we an rewrite the fration λ

µ suh that µ = 1. We obtain the unithemispheres (of radius 1), entred at the imaginary quadrati integers λ ∈ O. We reordinto the hemisphere list the ones whih touh the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron, i.e. theones the entre of whih lies in the fundamental retangle D0 (of notation 4) for the ationof Γ∞ on the omplex plane.Step A. Inrease |µ| to the next higher value whih the norm takes on elements of O.Run through all the �nitely many µ whih have this norm. For eah of these µ, run throughall the �nitely many λ with λ
µ in the fundamental retangle D0. Chek that (µ, λ) = O andthat the hemisphere Sµ,λ is not everywhere below a hemisphere Sβ,α in the hemisphere list.If these two heks are passed, reord (µ, λ) into the hemisphere list.We repeat step A until |µ| has reahed an expeted value. Then we hek if we havefound all the hemispheres whih touh the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron, as follows.Step B. We ompute the lines L(αβ ,

λ
µ) of de�nition 11, over whih two hemispheresagree, for all pairs Sβ,α, Sµ,λ in the hemisphere list whih touh one another.Then, for eah hemisphere Sβ,α, we ompute the intersetion points of eah two lines L(αβ , λµ)and L(αβ ,

θ
τ ) referring to α

β .We drop the intersetion points at whih Sβ,α is stritly below some hemisphere in the list.We erase the hemispheres from our list, for whih less than three intersetion points remain.We an do this beause a hemisphere whih touhes the Bianhi fundamental polyhedrononly in two verties shares only an edge with it and no 2-ell.Now, the verties of B(α1, . . . , αn) ∩D∞ are the lifts of the remaining intersetion points.Thus we an hek Swan's termination riterion (theorem 12), whih we do as follows. Wepik the lowest value ζ > 0 for whih (z, ζ) ∈ H is the lift inside Hyperboli Spae of aremaining intersetion point z.If ζ > 1
|µ| , then all (in�nitely many) remaining hemispheres have radius equal or smallerthan ζ, so (z, ζ) annot be stritly below them. So Swan's termination riterion is ful�lled,we have found the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron, and an proeed by determining itsell struture.Else, ζ beomes the new expeted value for 1

|µ| . We repeat step A until |µ| reahes 1
ζ andthen proeed again with step B.



14 ALEXANDER D. RAHMAlgorithm 1 Computation of the Bianhi fundamental polyhedronInput: A square-free positive integer m.Output: The hemisphere list, ontaining entries S(α1),. . . ,S(αn) suh that
B(α1, . . . , αn) = B.Let O be the ring of integers in Q(

√−m).Let hO be the lass number of O. Compute hO.Estimate the highest value for |µ| whih will our in notation 8 bythe formula E :=

{
5m
2 hO − 2m+ 1

2 , m ≡ 3 mod 4,

21mhO − 19m, else.

N := 1.Swan's_anel_riterion_ful�lled := false.while Swan's_anel_riterion_ful�lled = false, dowhile N 6 E doExeute algorithm 2 with argument N .Inrease N to the next greater value inthe set {√n2m+ j2 | n, j ∈ N} of values of the norm on O.end whileCompute ζ with algorithm 3.if ζ > 1
N , thenAll (infinitely many) remaining hemispheres have radiussmaller than ζ,so (z, ζ) annot be stritly below any of them.Swan's_anel_riterion_ful�lled := true.else

ζ beomes the new expeted lowest value for 1
N :

E := 1
ζ .end ifend whileProposition 17. The hemisphere list, as omputed by algorithm 1, determines the Bianhifundamental polyhedron. This algorithm terminates within �nite time.Proof.

• The value ζ is the minimal height of the non-singular verties of the ell omplex
∂B(α1, . . . , αn) determined by the hemisphere list {S(α1), . . . , S(αn)}.All the hemispheres whih are not in the list, have radius smaller than 1

N .By remark 19, the inequality ζ > 1
N will beome satis�ed; and then no non-singular vertex of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn) an be stritly below any of them. Hene bytheorem 12, B(α1, . . . , αn) = B; and we obtain the Bianhi fundamental polyhe-dron as B(α1, . . . , αn) ∩D∞.

• We now onsider the run-time. By theorem 6, the set of hemispheres
{Sµ,λ | Sµ,λ touches the Bianchi Fundamental Polyhedron}



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 15is �nite. So, there exists an Sµ,λ for whih the norm of µ takes its maximum onthis �nite set. The variable N reahes this maximum for |µ| after a �nite numberof steps; and then Swan's termination riterion is ful�lled. The latter steps requirea �nite run-time beause of propositions 20 and 21.
�Swan explains furthermore how to obtain an a priori bound for the norm of the µ ∈ Oourring for suh hemispheres Sµ,λ. But he states that this upper bound for |µ| is muhtoo large. So instead of the theory behind theorem 6, we use Swan's termination riterion(theorem 12 above) to limit the number of steps in our omputations. We then get thefollowing.Observation 18. We an give bounds for |µ| in the ases where K is of lass number 1or 2 (there are nine ases of lass number 1 and eighteen ases of lass number 2, and wehave done the omputation for all of them). They are the following:





K of lass number 1: |µ| 6 |∆|+1
2 ,

K of lass number 2:{|µ| 6 3|∆|, m ≡ 3 mod 4,

|µ| 6 (5 + 61
116 )|∆|, else,where ∆ is the disriminant of K = Q(

√−m), i.e., |∆| = {
m, m ≡ 3 mod 4,

4m, else.Remark 19. In algorithm 1, we have hosen the value E by an extrapolation formula forobservation 18. If this is greater than the exat bound for |µ|, the algorithm omputesadditional hemispheres whih do not ontribute to the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron.On the other hand, if E is smaller than the exat bound for |µ|, it will be inreased inthe outer while loop of the algorithm, until it is su�iently large. But then, the algorithmperforms some preliminary omputations of the intersetion lines and verties, whih ostadditional run-time. Thus our extrapolation formula is aimed at hoosing E slightly greaterthan the exat bound for |µ| we expet.Proposition 20. Algorithm 2 �nds all the hemispheres of radius 1
N , on whih a 2-ell ofthe Bianhi fundamental polyhedron an lie. This algorithm terminates within �nite time.Proof.

• Diretly from the de�nition of the hemispheres Sµ,λ, it follows that the radius isgiven by 1
|µ| . So our algorithm runs through all µ in question. By onstrution ofthe Bianhi fundamental polyhedron D, the hemispheres on whih a 2-ell of D liesmust have their entre in the fundamental retangle D0. By proposition 14, suhhemispheres annot be everywhere below some other hemisphere in the list.

• Now we onsider the run-time of the algorithm. There are �nitely many µ ∈ O thenorm of whih takes a given value. And for a given µ, there are �nitely many λ ∈ Osuh that λ
µ is in the fundamental retangle D0. Therefore, this algorithm onsistsof �nite loops and terminates within �nite time.

�



16 ALEXANDER D. RAHMAlgorithm 2 Reording the hemispheres of radius 1
NInput: The value N , and the hemisphere list (empty by default).Output: The hemisphere list with some hemispheres of radius 1

N added.for a running from 0 through N within Z, dofor b in Z suh that |a+ bω| = N , doLet µ := a+ bω.for all the λ ∈ O with λ
µ in the fundamental retangle D0, doif the pair (µ, λ) is unimodular, thenLet L be the length of the hemisphere list.everywhere_below := false, j := 1.while everywhere_below = false and j 6 L, doLet Sβ,α be the j'th entry in the hemisphere list;if Sµ,λ is everywhere below Sβ,α, theneverywhere_below := true.end ifInrease j by 1.end whileif everywhere_below = false, thenReord Sµ,λ into the hemisphere list.end ifend ifend forend forend forWe reall that the notion �everywhere below� has been made preise indefinition 13; and that the fundamental retangle D0 has been speifiedin notation 4.Proposition 21. Algorithm 3 �nds the minimal height ourring amongst the non-singularverties of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn). This algorithm erases only suh hemispheres from the list, whihdo not hange ∂B(α1, . . . , αn). It terminates within �nite time.Proof.

• The heights of the points in H are preserved by the ation of the translationgroup Γ∞, so we only need to onsider representatives in the fundamental do-main D∞ for this ation. Our algorithm omputes the entire ell struture of
∂B(α1, . . . , αn) ∩D∞, as desribed in subsetion 6.4. The number of lines to inter-set is smaller than the square of the length of the hemisphere list, and thus �nite.As a onsequene, the minimum of the height has to be taken only on a �nite setof intersetion points, whene the �rst laim.
• If a ell of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn) lies on a hemisphere, then its verties are lifts of interse-tion points. So we an erase the hemispheres whih are stritly below some otherhemispheres at all the intersetion points, without hanging ∂B(α1, . . . , αn).
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• Now we onsider the run-time. This algorithm onsists of loops running through thehemisphere list, whih has �nite length. Within one of these loops, there is a looprunning through the set of pairs of lines L(αβ ,

λ
µ). A (far too large) bound for theardinality of this set is given by the fourth power of the length of the hemispherelist.The steps performed within these loops are very delimited and easily seen to be of�nite run-time.

�Algorithm 3 Computing the minimal proper vertex heightInput: The hemisphere list {S(α1), . . . , S(αn)}.Output: The lowest height ζ of a non-singular vertex of ∂B(α1, . . . , αn). And the hemi-sphere list with some hemispheres removed whih do not touh the Bianhi fundamentalpolyhedron.for all pairs Sβ,α, Sµ,λ in the hemisphere list whih touh one another, doompute the line L(αβ ,
λ
µ) of notation 11.end forfor eah hemisphere Sβ,α in the hemisphere list, dofor eah two lines L(αβ , λµ) and L(αβ ,

θ
τ ) referring to α

β , doCompute the intersetion point of L(αβ , λµ) and L(αβ ,
θ
τ ), if it exists.end forend forDrop the intersetion points at whih Sβ,α is stritly below some hemisphere in the list.Erase the hemispheres from our list, for whih no intersetion points remain.Now the verties of B(α1, . . . , αn) ∩ D∞ are the lifts (speifiedin definition 15) on the appropriate hemispheres of the remainingintersetion points.Pik the lowest value ζ > 0 for whih (z, ζ) ∈ H is the lift on some hemisphere of aremaining intersetion point z.Return ζ.7.2. The ell omplex and its orbit spae. With the method desribed in subse-tion 6.4, we obtain a ell struture on the boundary of the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron.The ells in this struture whih touh the usp ∞ are easily determined: they are four2-ells eah lying on one of the Eulidean vertial planes bounding the fundamental domain

D∞ for Γ∞ spei�ed in notation 4; and four 1-ells eah lying on one of the intersetionlines of these planes. The other 2-ells in this struture lie eah on one of the hemispheresdetermined with our realization of Swan's algorithm.As the Bianhi fundamental polyhedron is a hyperboli polyhedron up to some missingusps, its boundary ells an be oriented as its faets. One the ell struture is subdivideduntil the ells are �xed pointwise by their stabilisers, this ell struture with orientation istransported onto the whole hyperboli spae by the ation of Γ.



18 ALEXANDER D. RAHM7.3. Computing the vertex stabilisers and identi�ations. Let us state expliitly the
Γ-ation on the upper-half spae model H, in the form in whih we will use it rather thanin its historial form.Lemma 22 (Poinaré). If γ =

(
a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(C), the ation of γ on H is given by

γ · (z, ζ) = (z′, ζ ′), where
ζ ′ =

|det γ|ζ
|cz − d|2 + ζ2|c|2 , z′ =

(
d− cz

)
(az − b)− ζ2c̄a

|cz − d|2 + ζ2|c|2 .From this operation formula, we establish equations and inequalities on the entries of amatrix sending a given point (z, ζ) to another given point (z′, ζ ′) in H. We will use themin algorithm 4 to ompute suh matries. For the omputation of the vertex stabilisers, wehave (z, ζ) = (z′, ζ ′), whih simpli�es the below equations and inequalities as well as thepertinent algorithm. First, we �x a basis for O as the elements 1 and
ω :=

{√−m, m ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4,

−1
2 +

1
2

√−m, m ≡ 3 mod 4.As we have put m 6= 1 and m 6= 3, the only units in the ring O are ±1. We will use thenotations ⌈x⌉ := min{n ∈ Z | n > x} and ⌊x⌋ := max{n ∈ Z | n 6 x} for x ∈ R.Lemma 23. Let m ≡ 3 mod 4. Let (
a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(O) be a matrix sending (z, r) to (ζ, ρ) ∈ H.Write c in the basis as j + kω , where j, k ∈ Z. Then |c|2 6 1

rρ , |j| 6 √
1+ 1

m

rρ and
2j

m+ 1
− 2

√
m+1
rρ − j2m

m+ 1
6 k 6

2j

m+ 1
+ 2

√
m+1
rρ − j2m

m+ 1
.Proof. From the operation equation (

a b
c d

)
·(z, r) = (ζ, ρ), we dedue |cz − d|2 + r2|c|2 = r

ρand onlude r2|c|2 6 r
ρ , whene the �rst inequality. We insert |c|2 =

(
j − k

2

)2
+ m

(
k
2

)2

= j2 + m+1
4 k2 − jk into it, and obtain

0 > k2 − 4j

m+ 1
k +

4

m+ 1

(
j2 − 1

rρ

)
=: f(k).We observe that f(k) is a quadrati funtion in k ∈ Z ⊂ R, taking its values exlusivelyin R. Hene its graph has the shape of a parabola, and the negative values of f(k) appearexatly on the interval where k is between its two zeroes,

k± = 2j
m+1 ± 2

√
∆

m+1 , where ∆ = m+1
rρ − j2m.This implies the third and fourth laimed inequalities. As k is a real number, ∆ must benon-negative in order that f(k) be non-positive. Hene j2 6

1+ 1
m

rρ , whih gives the seondlaimed inequality. �



HIGHER TORSION IN THE ABELIANIZATION OF THE FULL BIANCHI GROUPS 19Algorithm 4 Computation of the matries identifying two points in H.Input: The points (z, r), (ζ, ρ) in the interior of H, where z, ζ ∈ K and r2, ρ2 ∈ Q.Output: The set of matries (
a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(O−m), m ≡ 3 mod 4, with nonzero entry c,sending the �rst of the input points to the seond one.

c will run through O with 0 < |c|2 6 1
rρ .Write c in the basis as j + kω , where j, k ∈ Z.for j running from −⌈√

1+ 1
m

rρ

⌉ through ⌈√
1+ 1

m

rρ

⌉ do
k±limit := 2 j

m+1 ± 2

√
m+1
rρ

−j2m

m+1 .for k running from ⌊k−limit⌋ through ⌈k+limit⌉ do
c := j + kω;if |c|2 6 1

rρ and c nonzero, thenWrite cz in the basis as R(cz) +W (cz)ω with R(cz),W (cz) ∈ Q.
d will run through O with |cz − d|2 + r2|c|2 = r

ρ.Write d in the basis as q + sω, where q, s ∈ Z.
s±limit := W (cz)± 2

√
r
ρ
−r2|c|2
m .for s running from ⌊s−limit⌋ through ⌈s+limit⌉ do

∆ := r
ρ − r2|c|2 −m

(
W (cz)

2 − s
2

)2;if ∆ is a rational square, then
q± := R(cz) − W (cz)

2 + s
2 ±
√
∆.Do the following for both q± = q+ and q± = q− if ∆ 6= 0.if q± ∈ Z, then

d := q± + sω;if |cz − d|2 + r2|c|2 = r
ρ and (c, d) unimodular, then

a := ρ
rd−

ρ
r cz − cζ.if a is in the ring of integers, then

b is determined by the determinant 1:
b := ad−1

c .if b is in the ring of integers, thenChek that (
a b
c d

)
·(z, r) = (ζ, ρ).Return (

a b
c d

).end ifend ifend ifend ifend ifend forend ifend forend for



20 ALEXANDER D. RAHMLemma 24. Under the assumptions of lemma 23, write d in the basis as q + sω, where
q, s ∈ Z. Write cz in the basis as R(cz) + W (cz)ω, where R(cz),W (cz) ∈ Q. Then
W (cz)− 2

√
r
ρ
−r2|c|2
m 6 s 6 W (cz) + 2

√
r
ρ
−r2|c|2
m , and

q = R(cz) − W (cz)

2
+

s

2
±

√
r

ρ
− r2|c|2 −m

(
W (cz)

2
− s

2

)2

.Proof. Reall that ω = −1
2 +

1
2

√−m, so q + sω = q − s
2 − s

2

√−m. The operation equationyields |cz − d|2 + r2|c|2 = r
ρ . From this, we derive

r
ρ − r2|c|2 = (cz − (q + sω))

(
cz − (q − s

2 − s
2

√−m)
)

=
(
Re(cz) − q + s

2

)2
+

(
Im(cz) − s

2

√
m
)2

= Re(cz)2 + q2 − qs+ s2

4 − 2Re(cz)q +Re(cz)s +
(
Im(cz) − s

2

√
m
)2

.We solve for q,
q2 + (−2Re(cz)− s) q +

(
Re(cz) +

s

2

)2
+
(
Im(cz) − s

2

√
m
)2
− r

ρ
+ r2|c|2 = 0and �nd

q± = Re(cz) + s
2 ±
√
∆, where ∆ = r

ρ − r2|c|2 −
(
Im(cz) − s

2

√
m
)2.We express this as

q± = R(cz) − W (cz)
2 + s

2 ±
√
∆, where ∆ = r

ρ − r2|c|2 −m
(
W (cz)

2 − s
2

)2,whih is the laimed equation. The ondition that q must be a rational integer implies
∆ > 0, whih an be rewritten in the laimed inequalities. �We further state a simple inequality in order to prove that algorithm 4 terminates in�nite time.Lemma 25. Let K = Q(

√−m) with m 6= 3. Let c, z ∈ K. Write their produt cz in the
Q-basis {1, ω} for K as R(cz) +W (cz)ω. Then the inequality |W (cz)| 6 |c| · |z| holds.Proof. Let x+yω ∈ K with x, y ∈ Q. Our �rst step is to show that |y| 6 |x+ yω|. Considerthe ase m ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4. Then

|x+ yω| =
√

x2 +my2 >
√
m|y| > |y|,and we have shown our laim. Else onsider the ase m ≡ 3 mod 4. Then,

|x+ yω| =
√

(x+ ωy)(x+ ωy) =

√(
x2 − 2x

y

2
+

y2

4

)
+

m

4
y2 >

√
m

2
|y|,and our laim follows for m > 3. Now we have shown that |W (cz)| 6 |cz|; and we use someembedding of K into C to verify the equation |cz| = |c| · |z|. �Proposition 26. Letm ≡ 3 mod 4. Then algorithm 4 gives all the matries (

a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(O)with c 6= 0, sending (z, r) to (ζ, ρ) ∈ H. It terminates in �nite time.Proof.

• The �rst laim is easily established using the bounds and formulae stated in lemmata23 and 24.
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• Now we onsider the run-time. This algorithm onsists of three loops the limitsof whih are at most linear expressions in 1√

rρ . For s±limit, we use lemma 25 and
r2|c|2 6 r

ρ to see this (we get a fator |z| here, whih we an neglet).
�Finally, it should be said that the sope of omputations one an do with geometrimodels for the Bianhi groups does not stop one the integral homology of the full groupis known. There is further interest in homology with twisted oe�ients, ongruene sub-groups and modular forms (see for instane [�en11℄, [�T09℄). Currently, Page [Pag12℄ isworking on optimizing algorithms in order to obtain more ell omplexes for Bianhi groupsand other Kleinian groups.Aknowledgements. The author would like to thank Bill Allombert (PARI/GP Develop-ment Headquarters) and Philippe Elbaz-Vinent (UJF Grenoble) for invaluable help withthe development of Bianhi.gp. He is grateful to the Weizmann Institute of Siene for pro-viding him its high perfomane omputation lusters in order to establish the ell omplexesdatabase; and to Stephen S. Gelbart and Graham Ellis for support and enouragement.Referenes[Ara10℄ Maria T. Aranés, Modular symbols over number �elds, Ph.D. thesis, University of Warwik, 2010.[Bia92℄ Luigi Bianhi, Sui gruppi di sostituzioni lineari on oe�ienti appartenenti a orpi quadratiiimmaginarî, Math. Ann. 40 (1892), no. 3, 332�412.[BV12℄ Niolas Bergeron and Akshay Venkatesh, The asymptoti growth of torsion homology for arith-meti groups, published in the Journal of the Institute of Mathematis of Jussieu (2012),http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1474748012000667[Bro82℄ Kenneth S. Brown, Cohomology of groups, Graduate Texts in Mathematis, vol. 87, Springer-Verlag, 1982.[Byg98℄ Jeremy Bygott, Modular forms and modular symbols over imaginary quadrati �elds, Ph.D. thesis,University of Exeter, 1998.[CL07℄ John E. Cremona and Mark P. Lingham, Finding all ellipti urves with good redution outside agiven set of primes, Experiment. Math. 16 (2007), no. 3, 303�312. MR 2367320 (2008k:11057)[Cre84℄ John E. Cremona, Hyperboli tessellations, modular symbols, and ellipti urves over omplexquadrati �elds, Compositio Math. 51 (1984), no. 3, 275�324.[EGM98℄ Jürgen Elstrodt, Fritz Grunewald, and Jens Mennike, Groups ating on hyperboli spae, SpringerMonographs in Mathematis, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1998.[Fin89℄ Benjamin Fine, Algebrai theory of the Bianhi groups, Monographs and Textbooks in Pure andApplied Mathematis, vol. 129, Marel Dekker In., New York, 1989.[Flö80℄ Dieter Flöge, Zur Struktur der PSL2 über einigen imaginär-quadratishen Zahlringen, Disserta-tion, Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe-Universität, Fahbereih Mathematik, 1980.[Flö83℄ , Zur Struktur der PSL2 über einigen imaginär-quadratishen Zahlringen, Math. Z. 183(1983), no. 2, 255�279.[Hum15℄ Georges Humbert, Sur la rédution des formes d'Hermite dans un orps quadratique imaginaire,C. R. Aad. Si. Paris 16 (1915), 189�196.[Lin05℄ Mark Lingham, Modular forms and ellipti urves over imaginary quadrati �elds, Ph.D. thesis,University of Nottingham, 2005.[MR03℄ Colin Malahlan and Alan W. Reid, The arithmeti of hyperboli 3-manifolds, Graduate Textsin Mathematis, vol. 219, Springer-Verlag, New York, 2003.e[Men79℄ Eduardo R. Mendoza, Cohomology of PGL2 over imaginary quadrati integers, BonnerMathematishe Shriften, 128, Dissertation, Rheinishe Friedrih-Wilhelms-Universität, Mathe-matishes Institut, 1979.[Pag12℄ Aurel Page, Computing arithmeti Kleinian groups, preprint,http://hal.arhives-ouvertes.fr/hal-00703043, 2012.
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